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All of the animals are afraid of the Selfish Crocodile - he never let's them into his river, and he's

always so snappy!And so when the Selfish Crocodile finds himself in terrible pain, no-one

wants to help him - after all, what if he gobbles them up? But, to everyone's surprise, there is

one animal in the forest who is willing to help . . .A brilliant tale of friendship, The Selfish

Crocodile has become a picture book classic.

From BooklistIn a river deep in the forest lives a large and very selfish crocodile who claims the

river belongs to him alone and warns the other creatures to stay away or he'll eat them. He

spends his life alone until one day he gets a toothache. Nobody dares help him until a brave

mouse ventures in and pulls the tooth. The crocodile is so grateful that they become good

friends, and the crocodile, having discovered the wonders of friendship, invites the other

creatures back to the river, where they grow quite fond of him. This lesson in friendship is

presented with hilarious, large, bright illustrations, making it perfect for reading aloud to groups.

Helen Rosenberg --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorFaustin Charles is a renowned poet and storyteller. His collection of Afro-Caribbean

rhymes was published to great success by Puffin. Faustin spends much time in schools and

libraries storytelling. He lives in North London.Mike Terry is most well known for his wonderful

cover illustrations for Dick King-Smith, including The Hodgeheg and The Sheep-Pig (the basis

for the successful film Babe). Mike lives in Hythe, Kent.--This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Parker/Lucas, “Best one. My daughter loves it. Been reading to her over and over.”

Kat the Bookworm, “Book Parade. One of son’s new favorite books.”

CA Dreemn, “Nice story for ages 5-8. Nice book touching on themes of bullying, empathy,

sharing and sense of community. We read this in my 1st grade class near the beginning of the

year to promote developing a sense of community and everyone's responsibility to take care of

our classroom resources, materials, etc. The students naturally extended the idea to the

greater community around us.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A favorite of the grandchildren. I bought this book to teach a concept to

my grands. The book came with a CD and it came to life as we listened together. They

frequently mention parts of the story letting me know they understand.”

purpleplamingo, “Common Core Recommended!. Happy librarian - needed book found here!

Hope the teachers and students are happy with them, too! The only downside is that I must

catalogue them myself, but it is worth the time and effort to be able to get materials not

available elsewhere at these prices!”

Jennifer Ramin, “Good Book. Sturdy book the keeps my preschool children keep coming back

for more.”

Janers, “The Selfish Crocodile. I LOVE reading this story to my nieces and nephews. Great

message of kindness”

kimberly gordon, “This is a new favorite. I didn't not think it was inappropriate as .... This is a

new favorite.  I didn't not think it was inappropriate as some other reviews suggested.”

Shmatichka, “Great story!. Lovely story and great pictures to look at.”

Ryan B., “A+. A+”



Miz Dee, “Good moral. A great story for PSHE or for your own child or children you work with. I

told it to the children at church during the children's story time. I usually use props but they

engaged well with the lively pictures and questions that can derive from the story.”

Sharpy, “Love this book. Really lovely story to get the message across.”

Farls, “Four Stars. Great book, but middle pages torn.”

The book by Faustin Charles has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 349 people have provided feedback.
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